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Submission Points: 
1. We ask that the term “Zone of reasonable mixing” be changed to “Agreed sampling method”.  
 
2. There is no definition for the term “Zone of reasonable mixing”  
The term “Zone of reasonable mixing” appears 21 times throughout the Proposed Natural Resources Plan, yet nowhere 
has this zone been defined.  The reason for that is simple, universities have not introduced a course to describe the inter 
tidal zone and estuaries values.  As a result there is not a scientist or scientific body that has defined, or has any 
understanding of the life that will be destroyed under a “Zone of reasonable mixing”.   
 
A “Zone of reasonable mixing” has therefore been requiring scientists to make a guess as to the impacts on marine or 
aquatic life. The Plan must not direct anyone to manage the marine environment on guess work.  
 
You will be shocked and amazed that this life is unknown to science and that DOC has completely missed this zone out of 
their 2017 study of estuaries.   
 
3. Methodology: 
The way councils and Government manage the inter tidal zone and estuaries has to change.  What is proposed can be 
used by any council who could introduce an “Agreed Sampling Method” after water has passed through a “Managed 
Wetland” from any source of pollution before it enters water ways or the sea.  An overall “Management Plan” could be 
set in place to establish water quality goals similar to health and safety requirements to identify, eliminate or mitigate the 
impact on marine or aquatic fresh water species.   
 
At present there is not one council or Government Department who have any idea of the life in the marine inter tidal 
zone and estuaries or has read, understood and applied the 2010 NZCPS Preamble and this has to change. 
 
The Preamble states:  
“The coastal environment is facing the following key issues: 
The ability to manage activities in the coastal environment is hindered by a lack of understanding about some coastal 
processes and the effects of activities on them;” and the “continuing decline in species, habitats and ecosystems in the 
coastal environment under pressures from subdivision and use, vegetation clearance, loss of intertidal areas, plant and 
animal pests, poor water quality, and sedimentation in estuaries and the coastal marine area.” 
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5.  Back ground on myself 
I have been on Government committees for forty years which has put me in an unique position of being able to combine 
my practical experience with my discoveries in the inter tidal zone.  I have discussed the inter tidal zones value with 
experienced Maori and recreational fishers.  A past DOC marine science manager provided me with every science paper 
that mentioned yellow eyed mullet.  
 
The only written information on the value of the inter tidal zone to marine species can be found in some of my NZ Fishing 
Coast to Coast stories. My marine knowledge was recognised by the owner editor of the magazine NZ Fishing Coast to 
Coast, who asked me to write stories about this unknown world. This presentation will let you see into a world that few 
have had the opportunity to know existed.  I will identify that science continually admits they have no knowledge of this 
unknown world either.     
 
It has taken quite a while to acquire this marine knowledge as it has been a bit like building a jig saw puzzle without a 
picture. Today we have a generation that has no interest in the marine world and use their free time to play sports, 
computer games, drive around in cars and unless they can see marine life on TV, they are barely interested. 
 
In February 2002 at a DOC NGO forum they announced they intended to roll over the 1994 NZCPS for a further ten years.  
Although peer reviewed by sixty scientists, the inter tidal zone was missing.   I immediately wrote to the Prime Minister 
Rt Hon Helen Clark detailing it was missing, and she announced the review three months later.  I have been credited for 
the review.   I then had a major input into the construction of Policy 21 to 23.   
 
I met and supplied Hon Chris Carter with information describing the value of the inter tidal zone to marine species, and 
he created a division within DOC called Strategy and Policy to guide the Board of Enquiry.  The information I supplied 
them totalled 48 pages.  At the Hearing of the 560 submissions, our 250 slide submission was the only one that described 
the value of the inter tidal zone and estuaries to marine species.     
 
I also sent the information to the Minister for the Environment Hon Marion Hobbs.  A short time later she announced 
that there would a National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management.  Our submission to the Board of Enquiry was 
the only one describing the inter tidal life in a river.  From the mouth of a river to the end of the salt water wedge, could 
be eight miles long and science has no knowledge of its value or function.  This unresearched zone by science has been 
described as twenty times more productive that the sea and four times that of land, the only research has been done by 
myself using my practical knowledge of when and where I would capture the moment. 
 
For forty years I have taken part in Mfish Mid Water Stock Assessment Committees, Mfish Inshore Working Groups and 
Mfish and MPI Recreational Advisory Forums, DOC NGO forums, MofE Environmental Reporting, EEZ and Ocean Policy 
forums, WCC and HCC waste water committees, WCC Storm Water committees and many resource consent procedures.  
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6. Reasons why science in New Zealand lacks marine inter tidal knowledge. 
I have witnessed and experienced first hand how NIWA, Mfish and DOC have withheld information, have prevented 
major discoveries from being published or they have presented serious misinformation and recommendations.  This has 
been done with the expectation that recreational advisory groups would support them, under estimating our concern for 
the marine environment.   
 
Science institutions/ministries have a selective system they use to prevent a scientist describing their marine discoveries.  
To speak out and describe the discovery would seriously limit their future career opportunities. I have seen such papers 
sitting at intuitions as unpublished or with notes not to allow it to be photocopied.  Other studies have disputed past 
studies only to find the peer review system that institutions use has been corrupted, by those who hide behind code 
names.  These people when questioned convey the attitude that its their job to protect those who made the error so they 
prevent new discoveries being published.  
 
I witnessed another selective process at a Mfish Mid Water Stock Assessment Committee where NIWA ignored 
information that could have been used to prevent a fishery collapsing, which it did two years later.  Mfish refuse to 
acknowledge environmental impacts on fisheries, ignore past scientific studies, including a blue cod masters paper and 
recreational fishers submissions were not read.  Mfish managers selected recreational fishers as being the cause of the 
Sounds blue cod fishery collapsing, all the time knowing commercial were taking the displaced cod in the outer Sounds.   
 
MPI senior management at a meeting described the inter tidal waters in an estuary as being brackish.  The waters in an 
estuary are never brackish, as with every tide sea water comes in under the fresh water, called the salt water wedge.   
Science has no idea how marine or fresh water species use it.  A tribunal was appointed by EPA to evaluate the impact of 
iron sand mining.  The MPI representative was asked to describe the impact on the commercial fishing for mackerel, if the 
iron sands extraction project went ahead.  The reply was “the fishing fleet could move further south”.   
 
But man or MPI has not discovered the genetic memory of any fish, or has acquired the skill to change where and when 
they feed, or where they spawn.   
 
It is unbelievable that MPI would want to mislead a tribunal appointed by EPA to evaluate the impact of iron sand mining.  
MPI must believe they have the skill to command krill, the mackerels food source, to stop being carried north in the Sub 
Antarctic flow and rise to the surface without a geological object to trigger a reason to do so.  MPI must also think they 
have the skill to direct the mackerel south, where there will be no krill, only the MPI directed commercial fishers.  MPI 
have no marine knowledge to not know why mackerel arrive off our coast or why the waters in an estuary are not 
brackish.  MPI could never describe the life in a “Zone of reasonable mixing” as they have proved they lack basic marine 
knowledge. 



7. A resource consent application is not required to describe the adverse effects. 
Marine scientists are contracted to support the proposal, which prevents them from describing the adverse effects.  Or it 
may be outside of their expertise to do so.  Scientists selected by TTR to support their Patea iron sands project, provided 
plenty of examples of this at the hearing.    
 
A resource consent application is studied by those opposing the application to identify the misinformation.  
Unfortunately lawyers then quote the misinformation and cause damage to the inter tidal zone, somewhere else in NZ.   
 
The PCE in “Missing Link” section 1.3.1  stated  “there is the potential for scientific evidence to be selectively used in 
resource consent hearings .. to the detriment of the broader principles of sustainability”.   
 
I wrote a story in the NZ Fishing Coast to Coast magazine called “The Dirt behind wind Turbines” describing the impacts 
on the marine environment, from constructing the Meridian West Wind Turbines at Makara.  
 
Subsequently I was invited to met with Meridian managers who accepted my marine knowledge and concerns.  I 
described an alternative method to unload turbine parts, which was accepted and then acknowledged through the NZ 
Environment Court.   
 
This resulted in a wharf being built, where I had recommended and I asked they pull it out afterwards, which was also 
accepted.   
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8. An introduction to what I am about to show you.   
Seawater is heavier than fresh water with a specific gravity of 1.2. 
 
Fresh water has a specific gravity of 1.0 and will float on seawater for days and travel many miles before eventually mixing in winds 
over 15 knots. 
 
Waters in the inter tidal zone and in an estuary are not brackish.  This is a term used by those who are guessing and have no 
practical knowledge of an estuary. 
 
Sea water flows into the waters of the inter tidal zone and those in an estuary under the fresh water with every tide.  This raises the 
water level in the estuary or stream but the two waters do not mix as the fresh water continues its journey to the sea. 
 
Sea water changes the water heights but science has no idea of its function. 
  
The jar on the right has a layer of diesel floating on seawater and they never mix unless agitated by wind. 
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9. The impacts of sediment on marine life. 
Mud stops photosynthesis, that’s the ability of inshore plants and seaweed to live and grow, as they convert the suns 
energy into a major food for marine species.   
 
I took a photo of my sounder image showing the fast ferries under water wave penetrated the sea bed at 42 metres.  I 
sent the photo to the Minister of Conservation Hon Sandra Lee, explaining that as the Sounds are only 20 metres deep 
the ferries had lifted the mud and smothered the seaweed.  I explained the ferries had removed the once massive bait 
schools and now with the seaweed smothered in mud, blue cod had lost their food source.  My photo went around 
Parliament and three months later the ferries were taken out of service.  
 
At Mfish/MPI recreational advisory forums they refuse to allow any discussion on the environmental impacts on fish 
stocks as they believe its not their function.  That may be so as the “Fisheries Act, Purpose ” prevents any environmental 
input by Mfish/MPI as it states their role is managing fisheries to “Avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any adverse effects 
of fishing on the aquatic environment”,  not the other way around.   As a result Mfish and now MPI demonstrate they 
have no environmental marine or inter tidal knowledge and any judgement they make to describe the impact on marine 
species within a “Zone of reasonable mixing” would be guess work. 
 
The GWRC Sediment Management Plan makes no reference to marine species and has introduced flocking of sediment 
traps with chemicals to trap the mud, this flocking is known to kill all fresh water species, when cleaned out.   Mud from 
the Aotea subdivision was not managed effectively and Porirua Harbour lost one metre of depth in ten years.  Traditional 
spawning grounds for yellow eyed mullet, rig, trevally, flounder and snapper were destroyed. 
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10. Science states there is no information available describing the inter tidal zones life or function 
 
In 2008 NIWA released a paper called “The Living World” in which they stated “Knowing little about the intertidal zone”.  
In 2009 they changed the wording to, “not a lot was known about the importance of estuarine habitats to fish in New 
Zealand”, which means the same.   
 
At a MofE Environmental Reporting Forum attended by about 300 from all around NZ I asked for an inter tidal discussion 
group, which attracted 30 people.  The next year it attracted 100 people and NIWA and Mfish scientists were asked to 
describe the inter tidal zone at the next years meeting. 
 
A bigger room was set aside and 150 attended.  NIWA began their presentation and after six slides stopped and stated 
they could not find any information and their funding had been cut and asked for suggestions to obtain funding.   I 
suggested “they could describe the value of the inter tidal zone to marine species”.  The NIWA scientist replied that “we 
can not use your information as you are not a scientist”.   MofE apologised to me as the whole purpose of setting up the 
forum was to expand our knowledge and the NIWA representative was not interested.  The MofE Environmental 
Reporting Forums were never held again.  
 
The life in any mixing zone should have been described by now as the Ministry of Science and Technology had allocated 
$32 million to FRST to set up a process to identify what science did not know, titled “NZ Natural Ecosystems”.  Which I 
was invited to help with.   
 
FRST stated they will not allocate any money to identify the value of the inter tidal zone unless a commercial end user 
was found.  I was not impressed and asked “What if the end user has no voice or money?”  They could not answer and 
asked for an explanation.  I informed them “The end user is marine life that goes on to provide the food source for other 
marine species and dolphins”.  FRST gave all of the money to NIWA who tripped around the Antarctica failing to use any 
of the money for the intended purpose. 
 
This was proven in a 2008 study by NIWA called “A review of land based effects on coastal fisheries and supporting 
biodiversity in New Zealand”.  This paper exposed the lack of scientific research when they stated “Little is known 
scientifically about our inter tidal zone or the impacts of our actions upon it” they then said “Most of our current 
knowledge concerning the effects of suspended sediment is based on acute exposure laboratory experiments, with little 
empirical information available on chronic responses to high concentrations for extended periods, especially for marine 
species, or under natural fields conditions”.       
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11. Mud circulated Porirua Harbour into Aotea Lagoon.   
How sediment is managed has to change.  While a “Managed Wetland” would reduce sediment flow in most conditions 
thresholds will have to be set to trigger immediate remedial action after a down pour of rain, before the effects become 
irreversible. 
 
Mud has caused a serious loss of sea grass in both arms of Porirua Harbour and decreased shellfish counts in the 
Pauatahanui Inlet. 
 
At Pukerua Bay the impact of mud on paua is obvious as the seaweed that paua feed on has long gone, smothered under 
layers of silt.  While the waters in summer come alive with a planktonic soup of marine life, attracting many fish species 
and there may be a high paua spat fall, but paua do not survive without seaweed.  I called the public meeting to close the 
area except for “No unattended lines” to help bring back the paua.   
 
How rivers are managed has to change as the heavy mud coming from forestry and land use are loading the Rangitikei, 
Whanganui and Manawatu Rivers is ending up in Pukerua Bay.   It would appear the public has no idea where mud comes 
from as the Captain of the Whanganui River boat described to the passengers the muddy water was sea water.  He was 
not aware the muddy water was fresh water and the mud was coming from the unprotected banks collapsing. 
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12. Where the mud came from  
 
An “Agreed Sampling Method” may not have prevented this damage, but having the contractor agree and commit to an 
“Agreed sampling method”, would raise the performance of all involved. 
 
The introduction of a “Managed Wetland” at such sites would also have an “Agreed Sampling Method” developed into a 
“Management Plan”, with goals taken from heath and safety to identify, eliminate or mitigate how the product will 
impact on marine species.    
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13. Introducing a “Managed wetland’ with a “Agreed sampling method”” 
 
At a Wellington CenterPort Ltd Environmental Committee meeting we were shown a proposal for a logging terminal and 
wetland at the Kaiwharawhara reclamation.  I was concerned that the proposed wetland outlet was to be in the northern 
bay and the water would be contaminated with pine sap, known to kill algae, the food source of shell fish.  
 
As a result of health and safety concerns that I raised after viewing an operational video at the WCC Waste Water 
Committee the engineer Stuart Pearce for Veolia Water modified the rag cage used at the Moa Point Waste Water 
Treatment Plant.  
 
I described to CentrePort Ltd Management how a rag cage had been modified to be easily pulled apart, I suggested the 
rag cage could be redesigned and made into “Hay bale crate”.  A number could be installed to create a “Managed 
Wetland” on a compacted hard base.  The outlet water flow could then be managed through an “Agreed Sampling 
Method” and a “Management plan”.  As the hay bale filled with sediment the “Hay bale crate” could be lifted out and the 
bale replaced in an operation that would make the site easy to manage and set a standard that other councils could 
adopt.  
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14. Using hay bales after an event and in incorrect manner was an ambulance at the bottom of the cliff 
 
It does not have to be like this, a “Managed Wetland” could be built in anticipation of such events to prevent the massive 
mud run off from this site and other sites.  
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15 Government science providers have prevented marine discoveries into the inter tidal zone being published.  
ECO groups asked Hugh Logan the past Director General of DOC to introduce me to a scientist so that my discoveries could 
be published.  I have co written one and could write eight more.  Unfortunately both DOC and the NZ Journal of Marine 
and Freshwater Research failed to allow the only science paper ever written describing the value of beach cast seaweed to 
marine species to be published.    
 
They both exposed the level of corruption that exists within marine science as the Journal was supporting the 
establishment of a $800 million industry to strip both live and beach cast seaweed from our inter tidal zone and beaches.  
While the DOC solicitor and Director General would not publish it as they had just informed the Minister of Conservation 
Hon Kate Shephard that the beach cast seaweed in a marine reserve had no value.  They produced an Order in Council 
allowing the WCC to groom the only of beach of sand in the Island Bay marine reserve, denying many marine species with 
essential protein.  
 
Unlike management at DOC the Mayor of Hutt City read my story describing the function of beach cast seaweed.  Today 
Petone Beach is groomed twice a year instead of every two weeks, attracting many more families to the beach. 
 
Photos of beach cast seaweed about to be taken to the tip. Photos of the life that lives in beach cast seaweed that yellow 
eyed mullet use, one with a gut full of sand hoppers, there are 150 different species.  Another has a gut full of kelp fly 
maggots, there are seven different species.  This was going to be worked into two science papers, if DOC had published the 
first.  Note they do not eat one spec of mud. 
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16. Science has no knowledge of our native inter tidal plants function 
When I saw DOC involved in forestry and the hill side washing into the Wainuiomata River at the next DOCNGO forum I 
raised as question “Why was not DOC seeding the area they had just removed pines from”.   
Their reply was “There is nothing in DOC’s General Policy to protect the exposed dirt on crown land”.   
 
The PCE in his document  “Growing for Good” (2004) described we are losing two to three million tonnes of dirt a year 
but he did not include forest sites. 
 
In the 2004 FRST programme they had us look at our eight nationally recognised data bases.  Immediately I saw four had 
major errors and not one, including Land Care NZ, named an native inter tidal plant.  I had the plants introduced to a 
number of data bases.   
 
There is no data base describing our native inter tidal plants function or where to plant them.  Councils have no idea so 
they use contractors, who have no idea either and plant by guess work.  Plants are placed on top of the banks, where 
they become under mined and wash out to sea.  Native toetoe and flax are removed and replaced with willows and with 
nothing to protect the river or stream banks the river shingle beds become exposed.  Immediately the council creates an 
industry to shift the shingle from one side of the river to the other.  Science and councils have no idea of the function of 
the natural deep holes in a river and fill them in, demonstrating they would not be able describe the impact on aquatic 
life in a “Zone of reasonable mixing” of a river.     
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17. DOC is responsible for the loss of inter tidal marine habitat and the lack of inter tidal knowledge. 
DOC is failing the very first key of the Preamble in the 2010 NZCPS which states  “our coastal environment is hindered by 
a lack of understanding about some coastal processes and the effects of activities on them”.  DOC by failing to publish our 
science paper describing the value of beach cast seaweed to marine life has prevented others being presented and 
prevented councils from obtaining the knowledge and skills required to manage the inter tidal zone and prevent beach 
sand loss. 
 
DOC management said nothing when Government was planning to drain wet lands and put a road through them at 
Tairua, or to use then for car parks, or allow marinas to be built over them.  At Whitianga native inter tidal plants were 
removed and replaced with rocks to build canals and DOC said nothing and failed to have the banks protected with native 
wetland plants.  At Whangamata fresh water springs and their wetlands were filled in and houses built over them.    
 
The past Minister of Conservation Hon Chris Carter knew the value of the inter tidal zone to marine species, but NIWA, 
MPI  including his marine science managers and Director General failed to support the Minister as he tried to protect the 
springs and wetlands at Whangamata, when the media beat him up. 
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18. “Zone of reasonable mixing” was used to allow mud to kill marine life along Petone Beach. 
In 1999 WRC introduced a resource consent to allow contractors to push dredge waste mud clumps into Wellington 
Harbour at the Hutt River mouth.  This is an example of the WRC marine scientists interpretation of a “Zone of reasonable 
mixing”.  
    
The WRC marine scientists lacked the marine knowledge to identify the impacts.  Big mud balls can be seen rolling along 
just off Petone Beach,  smothering to death millions of shell fish who then wash ashore days later.   
 
Wellington Harbour is the spawning ground for over 56 different marine species.  Their eggs rise to the surface, to hatch 
in the warm shallow waters along the edge of Petone Beach.   In strong winds the mud balls are driven ashore smothering 
the eggs.  The arrival of seagulls and black oyster catchers along the waters edge indicate fish eggs are hatching. 
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19. These products must be managed before they enter a stream. 
 
Products into streams must be brought under a “Managed Plan” with an “Agreed sampling Method ” introduced well 
before the product gets any where near a stream.  Dismissing a noticed environmental alert as someone washing a paint 
brush is unacceptable, as it is not true.  
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20. The Happy Valley Stream pollution source must come under a “Managed Wetland” and “Management Plan”.   
 
Science cannot describe the impact on marine life and very few people have the marine environmental knowledge to be 
able to either. 
 
I located the source of the pollution was coming from a clean land fill site.  In my experience the product would be 
concrete dust generated from the demolished buildings taken to the site.  Concrete absorbs oxygen and kills aquatic life. 
There would be no healthy fish or eels in this stream after this, as evidenced by recent newspaper articles.   
 
The introduction of an “Agreed sampling method” would quickly establish the need for a “Managed Wetland” with a 
“Management Plan” established that would eliminate this flow almost over night from the Happy Valley Clean Fill site. 
 
Snails (A) before land fill site and Snails (B) after land fill site 
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21. In 2017 DOC produced a book on estuaries. 
It contains far too many errors and could never be used to determine a “Zone of reasonable mixing” 
 
It fails to name the many marine species commonly found in the inter tidal zone, what they eat or why they are there.    
 
The fish they saw were not scientifically identified.  In the 2010 draft they called the fish they saw anchovies.  I asked 
them to correct that as anchovies do not enter fresh water so they renamed them sprats or smelt again not identifying 
them.  Sprats is the nick name for yellow eyed mullet and we do not see smelt here. 
 
Estuaries are a major spawning ground for many specie.  DOC have written a book on estuaries after 10 years of so called 
research using Government money, it is totally irresponsible for DOC not to scientifically identify the fish.  Making a guess 
as to the species they saw is not good enough and a reflection of the poor standard of peer review within DOC.   The fish 
they saw could have been the young of yellow eyed mullet, grey mullet, flounder, stargazer, snapper or kahawai.  A book 
with 440 pages based on guess work can not be used as a reference to determine a “Zone of reasonable mixing”.  
 
DOC have stated yellow eyed mullet are “only likely or occasionally” to enter an estuary, which is not true.  DOC has 
failed to see the massive schools of yellow eyed mullet in our regions estuaries.  The same fish is found all-around NZ.  In 
the South Island councils have built special ladders so that thousands of yellow eyed mullet can enter a lagoon. When 
these fish become trapped behind a sand bar as at Kuaotunu the fish will multiply.  
 
History records Maori caught yellow eyed mullet in estuaries.  Science has identified yellow eyed mullet as being the 
same species found both in Australia and here and thousands live in estuaries all year around.  
 
In another unscientific statement DOC stated “yellow eyed mullet feeds in the sediment” which is not true and Te Papa 
could have told them that which proves they did not capture one fish as one look at their gut resources would have told 
them they do not eat mud. 
 
Fourteen times DOC state estuary waters are brackish which is also not true. They missed seeing how nature uses these 
two waters and failed to describe the many functions of our native inter tidal plants. 
 
DOC have proved they have not the inter tidal marine knowledge required to identify the impact on marine life within a 
“Zone of reasonable mixing“.  After 10 years of research into an estuary inter tidal zone they did not find the life to form a 
data base.  19 



22. Consultants to the HCC have collected sea water and then called the sample waste water for years  
The interpretation of what councils consider to be a “Zone of reasonable mixing” was exposed as rubbish, when at the 
HCC waste water resource consent pre hearing meetings they gave us a list of chemicals found at their test sites.  I 
immediately saw the chemicals were those found in sea water and asked what guidelines were you using. 
 
They named the MofE guidelines and on about page 150 I found they had been taking samples half a metre below the sea 
surface and flicking out the top two centimetres as instructed to do.   
 
Waste water floats on seawater and for years they had been recording sea water and misinforming the public there was 
no waste water on the Eastbourne beaches after they had to drain their waste water pipe.   I informed the Minister for 
the Environment Hon Amy Adams that the waste water guidelines the HCC was using required urgent correction and a 
senior manager at MofE made contact and supplied me with the correct guidelines.     
 
At the next HCC waste water meeting it was agreed to introduce the correct MofE guideline with an “Agreed sampling 
Method” introduced including an audit system to ensure HCC waste water samples are correctly obtained in future 0 to 
15cm from the sea surface either side of a discharge. 
 
At the Wellington Harbour entrance HCC waste water spreads out to be blown by the wind onto Seaturn and Worser Bay 
Beaches.  
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23. WCC used misinformation to push through a waste water resource consent.  
 
WCC contracted Cawthron Institute Ltd in 2003 and 2009 to support their waste water resource consent.  The 
commissioners were told that 4000 litres a second of waste water would mix with sea water inside 200 metres, which is 
impossible, but the Commissioners believed them.    
 
The council would have known a “Zone of reasonable mixing” could not be defined as there is no science to dispute their 
view. 
 
The consultants dye test was not conducted to the manufactures instructions.  Overseas studies using the same dye found 
waste water would flow for miles, completely through the then proposed marine reserve and out the other side.  We took 
WCC to the NZ Environment Court to prove they had misinformed the resource consent and the Judge agreed.   
 
Waste water from the WCC outfall in Lyall Bay forms a slick on the sea surface and onshore winds drive the slick ashore 
killing the life in every rock pool of the marine reserve.   
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24. Waste water kills all marine life. 
Photo (left) showing a Moa Point rock pool has been stripped of life by waste water, when compared along side a Makara 
rock pool full of life. (right)  
 
At the 2009 WCC waste water resource consent we and the DOC scientist described the value of the inter tidal zone to 
marine specie and the impacts of waste water.    The WRC marine scientist disputed our evidence and advised the 
commissioners, in writing, not to accept our information as she could not understand it.  Just because you can not 
understand the marine world does not mean it is not real.    
 
The 2009 resource consent experience took another turn when two of the commissioners stood up and reacted badly 
towards us.  Their decision failed to record the concerns we had raised for the marine life.   
 
I am on the WCC waste water community forum and we are now working with Wellington Water Ltd to correct the 
information given by the WRC to the commissioners and the errors in their decision.  
 
There is a lack of man management skills by commissioners at resource consent hearings.  It is now quite common for 
members of the public to be abused by commissioners.  It unacceptable for the WRC to allow this to continue any more 
as we are describing an environment that science has no knowledge of and the NZCPS has described what few know 
about. 
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25. Source of the pollution must be correctly identified 
At a WCC Waste Water Community Meeting, Wellington Water Ltd tried to prove to us a UV plant was not warranted but 
they too had been using the wrong MofE waste water guidelines as none of the samples taken since 1999 contained 
waste water.  This was caused by the 2003 and 2009 WCC waste water resource consent decisions recommending the 
wrong MofE guidelines.  Wellington Regional Health did not identify this error. 
 
In 1995 I had been on the WCC Pollution Elimination Committee which had been informed there was many waste water 
cross connections on the south coast.  I asked that the source of the pollution be identified before any decision made 
either way for a UV Plant.    
 
I have been working with Wellington Water Ltd to introduce an “Agreed Sampling Method” using the correct waste water 
guidelines.  We have identified new sample sites as the previous sites selected in the resource consent decision had been 
incorrectly placed.   In future waste water samples will be taken from the surface at new sites,  the past sites will be used 
as an audit, to establish the source of the pollution on the Wellington South coast.    
 
Throughout New Zealand councils have marine scientists who have no knowledge of the inter tidal zone as it has never 
been part of a university course.  The WRC is no exception as in the 2009 Waste water resource consent their marine 
scientist stated in writing she could not understand the inter tidal zone impacts.   At a WCC Storm water community 
forum another WRC marine scientist interrupted my presentation to dispute that fresh water and waste water floats on 
seawater and that samples should be taken from the sea surface.   
 
The WRC marine scientists conducted a sediment study of Wellington Harbour yet there were no test sites anywhere the 
Hutt River dredge waste mud dump site.   The impact of mud on marine life is therefore not being evaluated correctly by 
the WRC. 
 
WRC lack of inter tidal knowledge and their scientists who state publically they do not have any information on the value 
of the inter tidal zone or cannot accept that fresh water floats on seawater, they would not be able to describe the impact 
on marine or aquatic life in a “Zone of reasonable mixing”.  
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26. The four HCC waste water options will have a massive environmental impact.  
The waste water flowing into the Waiwhetu Stream is killing the algae, shown in the below photos. 
 
In 2018 HCC will seek a resource consent to lay a 1.6 metre diameter waste water pipe almost into the Seaview Marina 
entrance, the marina shoreline could look like the below  photos in the future.  Another option they have is to discharge 
directly into the Hutt River which will see waste water arriving in Lowry Bay, Eastbourne and Petone Beaches daily or into 
Wellington Inner Harbour and the Oriental Bay Beach.  
  
The HCC senior managers lack marine knowledge as for ten or more years have been supplied chemical test sheets 
believing they were waste water samples when in fact they were seawater samples. The outfall they propose will become 
the HCC main outfall for two to three years as the main waste water pipe seals are replaced. Waste water from any of 
these proposed sites will see the surface slick of waste water continually circulating and remaining in Wellington Harbour 
for seven tides.  This will become a major health hazard for the region given the number of recreational users that use 
Wellington Harbour.   
 
HCC have deleted an option that would almost eliminated their introduced major health risk.  This option would have 
seen waste water leave the harbour and break down with every tide, as the outfall would be subjected to both katabatic 
winds and quite fast currents. Wellington Harbour is not a “Zone of reasonable mixing” for the Hutt Valley waste water.  
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27. Waste water impacts on fish 
An “Agreed Sampling Method” has to be taken a step further to identify, eliminate or mitigate how the product will 
impact on marine species. 
 
Overseas research has found deformities and cysts such as on this tarakihi and kahawai are caused by endocrine 
chemicals in waste water which at present are not removed or reduced from waste water in NZ. 
 
Some European countries filet their fish on glass tables with lights under them to locate the cysts.  
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28. Chemicals turn algae toxic killing marine manuals  
Waste water contains chemicals designed to clean but they also prevent seaweed attaching to the inter tidal rocks, for at 
least five years, impacting on the very beginning of the marine food chain.   
 
Algae grows in the inter tidal zone with every tide change.  Chemicals applied to land when washed into the inter tidal 
zone turn the algae toxic.  Fish will eat the toxic algae without effect but if they are eaten by mammals they will become  
disorientated drown or beach themselves.  Research by the Woods Hole Institute identified this was the cause of a 
number of mammals floating to the surface dead.   
 
I have successfully predicted when and where mammals will beach themselves seven times.  At a beaching if rescuers can 
keep them alive for three days the toxic poison leaves their bodies and they will swim back out to sea.   
 
At a DOC NGO meeting a researcher wanted to take brain samples to prove scientifically what was happening, but DOC 
would not allow his research.  A chance to prove the source of the poison that is killing pilot whales and dolphins was 
lost. 
 
With no waste water present algae and mussels grow on rocks at the mouth of the Kaiwharawhara Stream. 
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29. Algae is a major marine food source 
 
The yellow eyed mullet arrive with the incoming tide to graze on the algae that has grown on the rocks while the tide was 
out.   
 
They do not eat one spec of mud.  The end photo has five mysid shrimps as well as algae.  Fish inspected at Te Papa. 
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30. Marine food sources in an estuary  
An Otago University study of estuaries under Gerry Closs found there is almost 300 mysid shrimps per square metre. 
 
Yellow eyed mullet can be seen spawning in the Makara Stream estuary. I asked NIWA, DOC and Mfish where had they 
obtained the information in their web sites, that describes yellow eyed mullet spawn haphazardly out at sea.  They all 
reported there was no science paper and they were quoting the unscientific assumption made by Graham in his book The 
NZ Atlas of Freshwater Fishes.   It took two weeks to prove he was wrong when I captured the first ever recorded yellow 
eyed mullet with ripe running roe and have it scientifically confirmed at Te Papa.    
 
Graham must have gone home when the sun went down as he stated “yellow eyed mullet went out to sea at night” but 
that’s not true.  When it is completely dark they enter estuaries to feed on the nocturnal mysid shrimps. 
 
Graham somehow failed to describe the function of Ureure glass wort or any other native inter tidal plant.  Science does 
not know their function either so councils replace native inter tidal plants with willows or rocks destroying or blocking off 
the yellow eyed mullet spawning grounds.  In summer the fish use their genetic memory to return to their historical 
spawning grounds only to find councils have destroyed them.  With the loss of their traditional spawning grounds the fish 
will return each year for five years, by then the once massive school has all died off.   This has occurred in the Porirua and 
Wellington Harbour, Whitianga, Tairua, Whangamata and the Marlborough Sounds.  
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31. Yellow eyed and grey mullet convert inter tidal life into a major food source. 
 
In 10 years of research DOC with 440 pages describing estuaries never saw the massive schools of fish we see. 
 
I target fished to obtain the different sized yellow eyed mullet, they range in size from 2 cm to 290cm.  
 
The fish on the right are grey mullet prior to spawning in the Hutt River. 
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32. Yellow eyed mullet provide all marine species including Hector Dolphins with their food source.  
DOC’s estuary book describes yellow eyed mullet as “only likely or occasionally” to enter an estuary which is not true but 
an easily proven assumption. 
   
Below are thousands of yellow eyed mullet in the Wainono Lagoon that have come there by way of the Waihou Box built 
by the local council so that these fish could live, eat and spawn in the estuary.  
 
DOC and Mfish carried out a study called “Threats to Hector Dolphins” in which they described them feeding on yellow 
eyed mullet and  fresh water fish that have escaped to the outer limit of the sediment bulge when river becomes full of 
mud.  DOC has failed to research their own information. 
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33. Conclusion 
Overseas road run off is directed into managed wetlands.  In Wellington it is directed into the marine reserve, this has to 
change.   
 
Scientists state they know nothing about the inter tidal zone or the impacts on marine life.  But limpets are describing the 
impact.  At night limpets move from the rock to eat the algae that grows after it rains.  When they reach the algae that 
road run off has flowed over they do not eat it, as it would be poisonous.   
 
A  “Zone of Reasonable Mixing” cannot be scientifically defined.   The Plan must not direct anyone to manage the marine 
environment on guess work.   
 
Water flows could in future be managed through a “Managed Wetland” constructed with a number of hay bales in clipped 
together crates.  The outlet water would then be monitored through an “Agreed Sampling Method” and developed into a 
“Management Plan”.  The “Management Plan” would set water quality goals similar to health and safety requirements to 
identify, eliminate or mitigate the impact on marine species.  In addition continuous monitoring of the health of the 
marine or aquatic life has to occur.    
 
Until science catches up, water quality at an “Agreed Sampling Method” site could be measured simply by using limpets, 
as they know the limit. 
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